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A Tear Would Fall
 
a tear would fall
as do all
 
no cares
they are all with fear
 
Donald Edwards
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Another Tear Shed
 
another tear shed
 
the beast would be feed
 
no one cares
 
no one shares
 
all brought up on fear
 
none will be spared
 
Donald Edwards
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Falling Star
 
I am a falling star
A falling star thats fell so far
I am a falling star
A falling star with so many scars
Someone please help me
Someone please save me
I'm tried of the lying
I'm tried of the stealing
I hate this faith
Why can't I escape
I am a falling star
A falling star thats fell so far
I am a falling star
A falling star with so many scars
Someone please help me
Someone please save me
I want escape this
I want to erase this
Why do I feel this why this way
Why am I left in dismay
Is it because of all my scars
I know I've done wrong
I know everything I do is wrong
I am a falling star
A falling star thats fell so far
I am a falling star
A falling star with so many scars
Someone please help me
Someone please save me, from me
 
Donald Edwards
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Is It A Crime
 
is it a crime
for us to deny what is right
ive fallen for love
and always soved
 
no one cares if i die
not even the ones that cry
if i do my best
ill still be laid to rest
 
no remourse or guilt
wondering if this is the day ill be killed
 
Donald Edwards
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Never Give Up
 
fallen down
fallen now
never give up
 
no matter how big the crowd
stand tall
and protect the small
 
Donald Edwards
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Now Or Never
 
' these cold hearted lies
are something i cant deny
your no chosen one
more like the fallen one
depriving me of everthing in life
just to get me to fight
it ends now
with one of us 6 feet under the ground '
 
Donald Edwards
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Rain
 
Rain falling down
Down to the ground
I'm lost in it's grace
As it hits my face
Stunned by the life it brings
And how it makes the birds sing
Im loving how it makes me feel
Safe, a live, and so real
It reminds me of only one
My true someone
 
Donald Edwards
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Still
 
life would stand still
as if time its self had fallen ill
the lies of many
the sins of many
from their past
would be remembered last
 
Donald Edwards
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Untitled
 
peace u can never keep
all gone with just 1 piece
we tried r best
just like the rest
 
only to fall
all among
this darken world
where we are descent to fail
 
Donald Edwards
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Untitled2
 
i used to think
that i couldnt be beat
and then i saw the way u look at me
it brought me down to my knees
this was the day that i was beaten
i only wish we could be
but do u feel the same as me
if so i would love to be
 
Donald Edwards
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World
 
as i lay down to sleep
my wounds would begin to bleed
the pain to much to say
i would be a ship in the bleeding bay
 
hoping my life wouldnt have been a waste
while the world lost all its taste
i fought to bring it to peace
 
but at the cost of me in pieces
dont let my life go to waste
bring this world back its taste
 
Donald Edwards
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